
PORTABLE HAND PENDANT  
CONTROL UNIT AA320/ AA342 / 
AA710 WIRELESS 
IP67 WEATHER RATING

These highly sophisticated 
weatherproofed solid-state modules give 
you complete control of your winch/
windlass operations from anywhere on 
your boat enabling the operator to 
visually check the anchor under 
retrieval. They simply plug into the 
socket fitted on the foredeck, at the helm 
or cockpit. Available for all windlass 
and capstan models.

Radio control units are available 
providing total freedom for operation.

FOOTSWITCHES  

Heavy duty up down switches fitted with 
poly carbon flip top covers and hard - 
wearing U.V stabilised neoprene boot 
and each unit is supplied with 
instructions and fitting screws. Suitable 
for 12 and 24 volt applications, nickel 
plated copper contacts provide 
corrosion free operation. Available in 
black/white and  stainless steel finishes.

MANUAL HANDLES

Muir windlasses use standard winch 
handles for clutch release and manual 
operation. High strength floating plastic 
handles are light weight. Available in 
various sizes.

CHAIN STOPPER WITH LOCKING ARM 
AND DEVIL CLAW

Following the same principal of the 
conventional chain stoppers and 
separate devil claw, this unique 
arrangement offers additional safety.  
The devil claw hooks onto the chain and 
provides tension on the chain while the 
anchor is stowed ensuring additional 
hold while under way. The devil claw 
can be easily removed or simply secured 
off to the side.

The combined set provides increased 
safety. Available to suit chain from 
8–38mm (5/16”- 11/2”).

DUAL DIRECTION SOLENOID 3P-4P

Heavy duty solenoids provide reversing 
at the flick of a switch for all Muir 
model windlasses and capstans in 12V 
or 24V DC. Used in conjunction with 
deck switches, remote up/down panels 
and auto anchor. A second station 
requires only up-down switch without 
solenoids.

System  
Accessories

DRUM WINCH GUIDE ROLLERS 

Drum Winch rope/chain quality guide 
rollers fabricated with 316 stainless 
steel available in various sizes to fit 
drum winches from DW06-DW15.
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